A geodesically convex space is a metric space in which each two points can be connected by a unique segment (a path of minimal length). An affine transformation between two geodesically convex spaces is a map which takes segments into segments. It is shown that, if the domain is complete, a pointwise-bounded family of continuous affine transformations is uniformly bounded. Under a mild additional hypothesis, the following stronger theorem holds: if
= {T σ \AeA]
is a pointwise-bounded family of affine transformatons and T a is continuous on a closed geodesically convex S a with n s a Φ 0, Aea then 3<*i, --,a n such that J7~ is uniformly bounded on Let (X, d) , (Y, df) be metric spaces, and ^~ = {T a \ae A] & collection of maps from X to Y. We say ^~ is pointwise-bounded if, for fixed x, y e X, sup {d' (T a 
x, T a y) \ a e A) is finite. If x o e SQ X, we saŷ~ is uniformly bounded on S if &vp{d'(T a x,
T a , x Q ) \xe S, ae A} is finite. A uniform boundedness theorem is one in which uniform boundedness (for some family ^~) is deduced from pointwise-boundedness.
Let Y: [0, 1] -* X be continuous, 0 = £<><•••< in = la partition P of [0, 1] , define /{Ί, P) = ΣUΦW, 7(^-0), and define s(i) to be the supremum over all partitions P of the s (y,P) . For x,yeX, define d g (x, y) = inf {/{Ί) \Ύ: [0, 1] -+X, τ(0) = a;, 7(1) = y}; this is the geodesic or intrinsic distance between x and y. d g is a generalized metric, and 7 is said to be a segment from α? to y if 7(0) -a, 7(1) -y , and DEFINITION 1. X is said to be geodesically convex if for any x, y in X there is a unique segment from x to 2/. We denote by Φ g (x, y, t) the intrinsic parametrization of this segment (if 0 <^ t ŝ ^ 1, d g (Φ g (x, y, ί) , Φ ff (a?, 2/, s)) = (s -ί)d α (a?, y); T is said to be an affine map between geodesically convex spaces if T (Φ g (x, y, t) ) -Φ g (Tx, Ty, t 
is finite.
Proof. By continuity of T a at z 0 , 3δ > 0 such that
For purposes of simplicity, we prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. Assume the conclusion of the theorem is false. Let M > 0, x l9 , x n e X and T l9 , T n e ^ be given, with d( 
We also have
completing the proof.
We return to the proof of the theorem. Assume the theorem is false. Then lx λ e X, T, e j^~ with
Having chosen x L , •• ,x ft el, TΊ, , Γ Λ G ^ with
by Lemma 2 choose a; w+1 e X, T n+ί e J^ with d(α? 0 ,
contradicting the pointwise-boundedness of J^7
We now make an additional hypothesis, which will enable us to prove a stronger version of this theorem. Let Φ -Φ g .
For the remainder of this paper we shall make the following assumption: 3a: e (0,1) such that both M(a) and M'(a) are finite. This a will be fixed from now on. DEFINITION 3. Let {x n \ n = 1, 2, . .} g X, and let x 0 e X. Define z[ n) = φ(aj Λ , ajo, α), and for 2^k^n
If X were a Banach space and x Q -0, then we would have
In general, however, we have y n = Φ(x ιy Φ(x 2 , , Φfe, ^o^ <x), , ^)> which will henceforth be abbreviated Φ(. 
Proof. Clearly, we have Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that ε < p. The next lemma will be critical in proving the desired theorem. 
Proof. Observe first that, if \im n^un = u (in either X or Y),
, Φ(x n , %o, ot), , α). It is now necessary to perform some calculations. Assume x 0 G X and {y n \n = 1, 2, •} is defined as in Definition 3. Now define
(for the purpose of these calculations, n will be assumed to be fixed) for k S n -1, ^% = Φ(x n , Xo, ot). for k < n -1.
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We now prove some computational lemmas.
Proof, lί j <^ n -k -2, we shall verify the inequality
If j* = 0, this inequality is the conclusion of Lemma 4. Inductively, assume it is true for j. By Lemma 6, we have
adding this term to the j th inequality yields the inequality for j + 1. When j -n -k -2, we therefore have
A consequence of Lemma 7 and a previous observation is that
Now let 1 ^ fc ^ n -1. We make the following definition for
, and so
, and let i8. = Σi""' -(1 -α) .
Obviously /9&>0 if 1 :g & rg % -1, and also
and so /3 n < 0. Since this calculation has been performed for the integer n, we shall relabel the constants just obtained We come now to the desired theorem. THEOREM 2. Let (X, d) , (Y,d') be spaces with unique segments, let X be complete, and assume there is an ae (0, 1) Proof. Let ^efl^S, p > 0, and assume that ^ is not uniformly bounded on the intersection of S(x 0 , p) and any finite intersection of the {S λ \XeΛ}.
We assert that we can prove the following: given x ly , x n e X, T 19 , T n e ^ with T k \ S k continuous, 1 <L k ^L n and x k e Πϊ=i S 3 for 2 ^ k ^ n, and given M > 0, let y 19 , y n be derived from x 19 *-,x n as in Definition 3. Then we can find x n+1 e Γ)k=ιS k and T n+ι e^ such that, if we let y n+1 be derived from x±, •••, x n+1 as in Definition 3, contradicting the pointwise-boundedness of ^ and completing the proof.
In conclusion, although spaces such that M(ά) is infinite for every a e (0, 1) are highly pathological, it would be nice to know whether or not the restriction that some M(ά) and M f {a) be finite can be removed.
